The Joy of Grocery Shopping at Night

Class/Group
Ballet 1

Choreographer
Sarah Gonzalez

Performers
Brooklin Alexander, Shameka Cobb, Lillian Gish, Jules Hill, Korey Sayre, Kate Vasquez, Frank Villalvazo

Music
“Happier Than Ever” by O’Connell/O’Connell as performed by Vitamin String Quartet

The Joy of People Watching

Class/Group
Jazz 2-4

Choreographer
Sarah Gonzalez

Performers
Anna Adams, Alexis Alvarez, April Bourg, Lauren Cobb, Amelia Donahue, Guadalupe Duarte, Liliana Hernandez, Lauren Labonte, Harper Lee, Elise Perry, Korey Sayre, Nic Sears, River Thompson, Jewels Uherek, James Williams, Katy Womack

Music
“People Watching” by CeeLo Green
The Joy of Walking

Class/Group
Dance Performance

Choreographer
Shawnee Bonnette

Performers
Raye Bailey, April Bourg, Shameka Cobb, Alexis Gomez, Ellie Hoover, Gillian Jaime, Amaris Martinez-Gurdy, Obuchi Mgbaraho, Ileana Ramirez, Bella Salem, Luz Tapia-Ojeda

Music
“Chocolate Chip” by Miles Davis

The Joy of Journey

Choreographer
Jewels Uherek

Performers
Lauren Cobb, Jay Jay Getty

Music
“No Name Bar” by Ikebe Shakedown
The Joy of Traversing

Class/Group
Modern 2-4

Choreographer
Jilissa Cotten

Performers

Music
“Dark Horse” by David Lanz

The Joy of Self Acceptance

Class/Group
Modern 1

Choreographer
Sarah Gonzalez

Performers
Jay Jay Getty, Lillian Gish, Dani Holder, Ellie Hoover, Irma Plasencia, Brooke Reyes, Regan Rowlett, Emily Stewart, Sebastian Verdin

Music
“Shape of You” by Sheeran/Mac/McDaid/Burruss/Cottle/Briggs as performed by Yo-Yo Ma
The Joy of Coexistence

Choreographer
Julia Massey

Performers
Anna Adams, April Bourg, Guadalupe Duarte, Jay Jay Getty, Hunter Pittman

Music
“Feel It Still” by Bateman/Carothers/Gorman/Gourley/Hill/Holland/Howk/O’Quin/Sechrist/Taccone
as performed by High & Mighty Brass Band

The Joy of the Un-Watched Dancer

Class/Group
Dance Performance

Choreographer
Kate Burrill

Performers

Music
“Flying” by KR3ATURE
The Joy of Discovery

Class/Group
TAMUCC Dance Company

Choreographer
River Thompson and Katy Womack

Performers
Anna Adams, Olivia Bass, Jay Jay Getty, Gillian Jaime, Jiahna Mcafee, Elise Perry, Hunter Pittman

Music
“Psychogeography” by Max Richter

---INTERMISSION---

The Joy of Nature

Class/Group
Dance Performance

Choreographer
Brandon Besse

Performers
Anna Adams, Ally Cook, Lorraine Escareno, Liliana Hernandez, Mac Mclendon, Elise Perry, Hunter Pittman, Emily Stewart, Calissa Vazquez

Music
“Intruxx & Pools” by Glass Animals
The Joy of Friends All Around

Class/Group
Ballet 2-4

Choreographer
Jilissa Cotten

Performers

Music
“Wrap My Arms Around You” by Graham Russell as performed by G and the Jolly Cucumbers

The Joy of Nightlife

Class/Group
The Stage

Choreographer
Shameka Cobb and Victoria Contreras (assistant)

Performers

Music
“The Night is Still Young” by Nikki Minaj
The Joy of the Quirky Werk

Class/Group
TAMUCC Dance Company

Choreographer
Jilissa Cotten

Performers
Guadalupe Duarte, Julia Massey, Jiahna McAfee, Elise Perry, Jewels Uherek, Katy Womack

Music
“Horton Hears a Who! Horton Suite” by John Powell

The Joy of a Cuppa Joe

Class/Group
Jazz 1

Choreographer
Kate Burrill

Performers
Megan Ellis, Alexis Gomez, Krystianne Gonzalez, Gillian Jaime, Viviane Salinas Mejia, Emily Stewart, Genevieve Vale, Lexi Villarreal, Alexandria Ytuarte

Music
“Coffee” by Sylvan Esso
The Joy of Grounding

Class/Group
Dance Performance

Choreographer
Jilissa Cotten

Performers
Anna Adams, Gillian Jaime, Amaris Martinez Guedry, Jiahna McAfee, Luz Tapia-Ojeda

Music
“Ascending” by Alberto Giurioli

The Joy of a Lovely Night

Class/Group
Tapping into TAMUCC

Choreographer
Erin Jones

Performers

Music
“A Lovely Night” by Hurwitz/Pasek/Paul
The Joy of Play

Class/Group
Dance Performance

Choreographer
River Thompson

Performers
Raye Bailey, April Bourg, Alexis Gomez, Krystianne Gonzalez, Harper Lee, Jiahna McAfee, Mac Mclendon, Elise Perry, Hunter Pittman, Ileana Ramirez, Viviane Salinas Majia, Emily Stewart

Music
“Flamingo” by Daniel Brandt
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A SUMMER HIGH SCHOOL THEATRE CAMP EXPERIENCE FOR
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AWARD-WINNING DIRECTORS:
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